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Your customers want speedy, modern and personalized service. You 
want more efficiency in IT management, more ROI and more ways 
to engage customers in-store. The problem is—your existing store 
infrastructure wasn’t designed for flexibility, innovation or the powerful, 
centralized management you need. You’re also tied to expensive, 
supplier-driven upgrade cycles for your store technology. The good 
news is there’s a solution: store virtualization. It reduces the physical IT 
footprint in-store and associated management costs, while delivering 
the flexibility to integrate new applications quickly and keep better 
control of costs.

Manage all store systems virtually 
to deliver a software defined store



Store IT infrastructure, across both the back office and front of store, is a critical determining 
factor when assessing the level of customer service innovation, staff productivity and the IT bill 
of materials and cost. The right infrastructure can be transformational, providing a platform for 
increased ROI, innovation and engagement. But the wrong infrastructure can be a barrier to 
achieving business strategy, while being very expensive and inefficient. As the store continues 
to become a key customer experience differentiator, forward-looking retailers are moving to 
an infrastructure that provides the flexible, cost effective platform for innovation they require. 
And they’re looking to do it in a way that optimizes past IT investment rather than an expensive 
replacement—and frees them from vendor dictated end of support costs.

Complexity and cost. Your existing store IT was built for a different age, based on device 
oriented architectures that have grown over time into complex infrastructures. This has led to 
an ever-growing IT bill of materials and mushrooming management and maintenance costs. Any 
changes are slow, resource heavy and incur high costs. 

Availability, reliability and security. Downtime is the worst scenario for stores. The cost 
and time to send out technicians coupled with reputational damage to the brand can be 
significant. Retailers are looking at thin client architectures with centralized control of the whole 
IT estate to remove the inherent unreliability of a device-based architecture across single point 
of failure devices. PCI-DSS compliance requirements must be up to date and preferably built into, 
not bolted on to, their store solutions to reduce cost and remediate issues more efficiently.

Long-term innovation. Speed of innovation has become a key competitive differentiator. But 
legacy IT infrastructures are holding you back—any update you need to make, any innovative 
new shopper experiences you want to add, have to be rolled out lane by lane, device by device, 
store by store—with the ultimate cost, long lead times, downtime and hassle inevitably being too 
prohibitive to execute, which keeps you behind your competitors.

Management at the core. Virtualization can only deliver increased flexibility, efficiency, 
reliability and innovation if it is built on a powerful, integrated and centralized management 
capability, way beyond the management capabilities offered by individual, device-based systems. 

Breaking the operating system/hardware dependency cycle. Device-driven store 
solutions, with each server, terminal or device running its own hardware, operating system and 
application are completely dependent on vendor-dictated product and support cycles. This can 
lead to you having to replace perfectly functional solutions just to enable continued support and 
compliance, with substantial costs. POSReady 7 end-of-life support on Oct. 21, 2021 is a perfect 
example, as many devices in use today are incompatible with Windows 10. Moving to a virtualized 
solution decouples the hardware from the software, so you’re free to choose the technology that 
suits you best without end of life challenges—instead, you can transform at your pace.

Traditional store infrastructure challenges
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NCR Software Defined Store virtualizes your front and back office store applications, with 
intelligent automation to deliver software defined stores. You’re free to migrate applications such 
as point of sale, loyalty, payment controllers, kitchen production, store manager PC and more 
to a new virtualized platform as fast as your business dictates, with complete management and 
control. For store associates, the change is often invisible—the software looks and functions the 
same—avoiding expensive staff training costs.

Our solution comprises three integrated components:

• Intelligent Edge, a virtualized server that each store edge device points to

• Intelligent Control Plane, a cloud hosted controller that manages the Intelligent Edge server 
in each store

• Intelligent Edge Client, which securely connects each peripheral to the virtualized software 
running on the Intelligent Edge server
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With all store systems running on modern local, secure and resilient 
infrastructure, you can transform your ability to manage, deliver and control 
new applications.

Return on investment

 « Reduces support and maintenance costs at scale with centralized management of all store 
systems via a cloud hosted controller 

 « Avoids expensive hardware replacements by running the latest software on  
existing hardware

 « Drives customer innovation through rapid testing and deployment of new  
store applications 

 « Delivers flexibility to transition to a more cost-effective, thin-client architecture 

Improved customer and store associate satisfaction

 « Enables multi-functional devices—your store associates can perform different tasks on 
the same device, increasing staff productivity and customer satisfaction

Availability, reliability and security

 « Consolidating multiple store processing devices onto one virtualized edge server with 
more extensive physical and technological security features greatly improves reliability 
and security of your store systems 

 « High availability options to further increase reliability 

 « PCI-DSS compliant solution for all virtualized POS workloads

Key benefits
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NCR Software Defined Store

Software Defined Store is a key pillar of the NCR Commerce Platform, designed to enable you 
to manage your stores more easily and innovate quickly with less costs. NCR Software Defined 
Store enables the virtualization of retail back office and front office IT resources, and offers 
specific virtualization solutions for Point of Sale (POS), tablets, kiosks, self-checkout and a 
variety of other retail store applications.  
Learn more at NCR.com/retail/software-defined-store.

http://www.NCR.com/retail/software-defined-store


Contact us at NCR.com today

NCR Corporation (NYSE: NCR) is a leading enterprise technology provider that runs stores, restaurants and self-
directed banking. NCR is headquartered in Atlanta, Ga., with 38,000 employees globally. NCR is a trademark of 

NCR Corporation in the United States and other countries.

NCR delivers market leading store infrastructure and applications at the Retail Edge, designed to help retailers 
worldwide evolve faster on a lower cost curve. This leadership was further enhanced by the acquisition of 

Zynstra in 2019, a specialist software company delivering Software Defined Edge infrastructure for retail with 
patented, unique IP and global scale enterprise deployments. Zynstra’s IP is embedded in an Edge and Cloud 

microservices strategy for all retail applications and at the core of the NCR Commerce Platform.
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